
adequate idea of its voracious appetite for it is said f. swallo^

oth?r fish as large and as heavy as itself. It is able to do this

K-ause its stomach is distensible to an extraordinary degree^

Its favourite food in our regions seems to be the hake the schools

of which it follows, but its fare is made up of a great variety of

forms such as soles, flounders, dog-fish, herring, cod, haddock,

skates, sea-ravens, sculpin, crabs, and squid.

Though its meals are indeed heavy, they are probably not

frequent, for the stomachs .)f a large percentage were found to be

empty The digestive powers of the stomach seem to be exceed-

LTy sow and fishermei are known to have
f1^ ^

h "Tjll^r n
buvers fish that were taken from the stomach of the angler. In

one case three quarters of a hundred were obtained from one

angler and sold.
HABITS.

From the earliest times, writers have made mention of the

peculiar habits of this fish. Cicero, for
>"f

'^n'^^;. «=^>'^^°''. ^r;
Deorum 11-49) that fishing-frogs are wont to bury th^™^'^^';^. "

J^
sand and to move in close proximity to the water; and that the

fish which approach them, as if for food, are destroyed by the

fishing-frogs and consumed.
.

As we have s(>en. its structure suggests muc-h concerning its

swtmning. Its brown colour harmonizes with the seaweeds,

and he fringe of appendages, so much like small fronds of sea-

weed, increases the similarity with its surroundings. Ths featu e

affords some compensation for its poor swimming ability, for b>

means .)f this protective colouring, it can the more easily con ea

Usdf while lying in wait for prey. In addition to this Protectio

t possesses the dorsal filaments, the first of which is movable in all

directionrand is provided with a bait-like appendage, which no

dSis a lure to other fish, and for this reason, as we have seen

?he name angler has been given to it. But it is

^^^.'l^'jf 'j^^fJ*
the angler uses this structure as a sense organ to learn of the

nresence of other fish. Other names also suggest its habit. It

fs caXd th goose-fish, for instance, because it is kn.m-ii to have

swalbwed geese which were floating on the surface of the water.

levenwUd ducks are said to have been found in the stomach of one

angler and six coots in another.
.

While the angler is normally a bottom fish, it occasiona y

comes to the su^fa'ce and fishermen say that it does so especially

during a storm.
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